
1) ᓯ௰ђۜՓм
1) Easy Seated Pose

͚ɞᔶၠђΕΔɐcܛړॳ߇قcɎʱd٘ၜ
ʶੱܛړႦᕌcଡ˿ႦႦஶɐc͂ქၐܛɊ
Փмe
Sitting on the ground with crossed legs. Keep the back 
straight and relax the shoulders, chin to the chest, close 
the eyes with 10 breathings through the nose.

2) ፻Њβ�1 
2) Neck Release Pose 1 
ђۜcॳ߇قcᔶʹྡྷΉɐЊ֝c൚༦
cܛړՓмe֡ͩ܃cશΉܞάe
Sitting on the ground, back straight, lift arms 

and touch the palms together above the head. 
Lift the head to look at the hands.

3) ፻Њβ�2
3) Neck Release Pose 2
ГcɎʱቌکٶॳe

ᔶʹςӦכי፻܃ʿe
Chin to the chest, look down, bend the 

elbows, hands touch the back of the neck.

4) ּ٘Њβ��̞�́�
4) Shoulder Stretch Pose (L/R)

ᔶʹͅӸԭ৯ΉɐЊćʹּϾ̞ʹʹӦcᔝΉ̞
৯e͂ɈΉ܃ઐ́ʹʹӦcܛړՓмeࠇ�ᇲ̊ȹᖾe

Stretch arms upwards, right hand holds the left elbow, look to 
the left.Push the left elbow back with head. 

Keep breathing.Turn to the other side and repeat.

6) Ꭹԫβ
6) Child Pose 

ᇑၰቌΔcʗᇑၰၤᐸޚᒏ۹cکᔾᘩ
ΔcᔶʹיᕌΉکʿЊcܛړϬಳՓмe

Knees on the ground and separate as wide as the 
hip. Lower forehead to the ground. Arms stretch 

forward, keep breathing.

���ɬβ
7) Mountain pose

Ͳ຺ు着ΔॎᖇcᔶʹɊສ
cϬಳՓмeکॳכ

Stand on the feet, put your 
hands together in front of 

the chest, breathing.

9) ౯ɥβ
9) Chair Pose
ᚩςᇑၰ֡Ɏ˸ᖵc
ᔶʹܛړΉɐ֝Њe

؇෮ᇑၰɺ˿൚൙຺e
Bend the knees to sitting 

position, stretch arms above 
the head. Be noted that 

knees cannot be in 
front of the toes.

β̡ (11
11) Plank Pose
ɣఝ۹ਜ਼cͱੀ຺̞֡ܞʹʻᅄᒨcݯʹ˞
ᐸ߇܃ܛړcقć຺Њ֝ϭقЊ֝ϭ܃
ȹق綫e
Hands on the ground with fingers spread open. 
Take left leg backward and then right leg 
backward to a plank pose. Straight legs, keep the 
back and the hips in a line.

#FitmindɣԚ～׳ɥໄKiki�Јઠᆻ�
FitMind Ambassador: Kiki Lin (Yoga Teacher)

12) ଡᗂ୰β
12) Cobra Pose
ຼΉɎࠝΔcܛړ᜵ᗐຝ֡ΔࠍᎦɎcᔶၠΉ֝܃ЊeᔶʹיΕ
ϩড়ԭ৯Δ͂ࠍɈઐӸc٘ၜᔴΔc߇သɈ܃ςe

Lying on the abdomen, place hands on the sides of the 
body and push up.

13) Ɏ˓β
13) Downward Facing Dog Pose
ᔶʹઐΔcੀޕড়֡ɐʿઐঢ়cຶ߇Њc˿ᚩ
ςᇑၰc؇഼Ϭɯຼؿc຺།ሞΕΔe
Come onto the floor on hands and knees. Raise the hip 
upward and push onto the floor. Knees can 
be slightly bent and stretch your 
heels down toward the floor.  

14) ɡȹβ
14) Warrior Pose 1
ੀ຺́ምکၤᔶʹɻංϽສc

́ᇑၰᚩςc̞ၠΉ܃Њ
ɐ˸Ӹcੀᔶقe͓ق

ʹɊΉ�ɐЊ֝e
Step the right foot 

forward in-between 
the hands, right knee 

bends, left leg straight 
backward. Lift the upper 

body, arms stretch over 
the head with hands 

together.
15) ɡɀβ

15) Warrior Pose 2
cӸᔝΉ́قᇑᚩςc̞ၠЊ́ܛړ
৯cᔶʹΉԭ৯Њقc͓قɐ˸Ӹe
Keep the right knee bent and left leg 
straight. Turn the upper body to the right 
side, stretch the arms to the sides. Look at 
the finger tip of your right hand.

16) ৯ɍӯּЊβ
16) Side Angle Pose
�ൎΔeقۍᇑᚩςćʹЊ֝́ܛړ

́ᐷቌΉ́ᇑc̞ʹΉɐЊقc
഼ᇃશΉ̞ʹܞάe
Keep the right knee bent. Take 
your right hand to the ground. 
Lower right shoulder toward 
right knee. Keep the hip in the 

middle and feel the stretching 
on the left side.

17) ኹβ��̞�́�
17) Tree Pose (L/R)

ᔶ຺ॎᖇcі၇ᐸcੀࠇʶ֡ɎҶࣂ
ᘨΉɐ֝Њe຺̞ሞᖇΔcੀ຺֛́ሞ
Ꭶ̞כɣၠʑ৯eਿ؇כӸࠇʶcΣ˿̡ܛړጫ
c˿ੀᔶʹ֡ɐЊcܛړՓмeࠇᇲ̊ȹᖾe
Stand in mountain pose. Shift your weight onto the left 
foot. Bend your right knee, hold onto your right ankle 
with your right hand. Place the right sole against the inner 
left thigh. Toes pointing toward the floor. Balanced, 
stretch hands to the air. Turn to the other side and repeat.

19) ຆᇑک࿇β��̞�́�
19) Head to Knee Pose (L/R)

ᔶ຺ΉکЊقђɘΔɐcᚩς຺́c
ሞϾ̞ɣၠʑ৯eੀӸቌΉᇑၰc
ᔶʹသ൴˾ҚԷ຺̞eࠇᇲ̊ȹᖾe
Sit on the ground with both legs 
stretching forward. Put the right foot 
against the inner left thigh. Bend the 
upper body forward to the knee. Try to 
hold the left foot with both hands. Turn 
to the other side and repeat.

20) ђӯβ
20) Seated Butterfly Pose
ђۜcᔶ຺຺֛ʃຆcᔶʹҚϾᔶ຺຺߇e

ᖇϾޕড়cЊ߇ຶقcɐ˸Ӹ֡کඪe
Sit on the ground. Bend both knees. Bring the 

soles of the feet together. Grab the feet 
with both hands. Keep your back 

straight. Upper body lean forward.

βחᇑג (22
22) Fold Knee to Chest Pose 

ٜͩۜcᔶʹגടᔶᇑcੀᇑၰ֡ॳּٶeνɎʱc
ᜑᐻቌٶᇑၰܛړϬಳՓмe
Lying on the ground, hold the knees with both arms. Hug the 
knees close to the chest. Chin to the chest, keep breathing.

23) ɣͤࢠ
23) Complete Relaxation Pose
ѧͲ̡ሢΔࠍcᔶᐷיᕌכӸԭ৯��۹ϽສeʹుΉɐc
ԭၠႦႦʗc˥ᘨഒሬcஶɐᔶଡc˥Ӹ୮כ
ͲಳיᕌྸرcܛړϬಳՓмe
Lying on the ground, relax arms on 
both sides with 45 degrees to the 
body. Palms upside, separate the legs, 
close the eyes, relax the whole 
body and keep normal breathing.

ᔶၠβח (21
21) Double Leg Raise Pose

�cొᔶၠԚɐӸٜۜͩၠחӯق�۹
ၤɣၠιقӯeᔶʹ̡כיӸԭ৯c
Փмeܛړ
Lying on the ground and lift the legs until 
90 degrees with the upper body. Put the 
arms on both sides, keep breathing.

18) ၦّβ
18) Dancer Pose 

ᔶ຺ॎᖇcࠇʶיΕ຺̞ćʹ
ʿҚϾ຺́ማc̞ʹ֡ɐЊ܃ͅ
຺܃ඪcੀکɐ˸Ӹ֡ࣂc
֡ɐʿЊ֝c഼ᇃඑɻΕଡکʿc
ᘨӸࠇʶcܛړՓмeࠇᇲ̊ȹᖾe
Stand in mountain pose. Shift your weight 
onto the left foot. Reach back with your right 
hand and grab the inside of your right ankle. 
Lean forward, lift your right foot up away from 
the floor. Turn to the other side and repeat.

࿇βک (10
10) Forward Fold Pose
ЊقᔶၠcʹుיԷӸԭ৯ؿΔ
Փмeܛړᔶၠcٶᔾቌکɐcࠍ
([KDOH��EHQG�IRUZDUG�ZLWK�VWUDLJKW�
OHJV��+DQGV�WR�WKH�JURXQG�DQG�
IRUHKHDG�WR�WKH�NQHHV��.HHS�
EUHDWKLQJ�

�3UHFDXWLRQV	�Թʥ؇෮ԑඖ�5HVWULFWLRQVࠉ
��� ʘʜΕৈ၀ֶᖞؿذᄧᚊɎᆻୌЈe
� Never practise any yoga techniques under the influence of  
 alcohol or drugs.

��� ᇼʜΕඛֶ܃ཙӨؗੱؿɎᆻୌЈe
� Do not practise yoga right after meals or with full stomachs.

��� ᆻୌЈܰӀταᙍࠉԹؿcᇼ࣓ኣϬɯؿॶɈ˾ᆻୌe
� There are no age limits for practising yoga.  Try your best in  
 the practice but not over your ability.

4) ΣӸτᖄdࠇटdֲྺֲֶ܈झञcᇼΕᆻୌЈکጺ�
� ᔢ́ؿ෮Ӯe
 Those with disabilities, severe, acute or chronic medical conditions  
 should consult with their medical practitioners to assess any dangers  
 that may arise before practising yoga.

8) Њɬβ
8) Extended Mountain Pose

ੀᔶʹᐾΉɐЊe
Stretch both arms upwards.

̊ȹᖾࠇᇲؿ����৽Аȹω�(̞�́)
Repeat 7-16 on the other side (L/R) 

ҡΛ)LW0LQGగܰྸ۹༅ʥЈᆻୌː͐ᆲᇼᓒ覧˞Ɏ၉ॎ
Please visit the website below for more information about FitMind is 
Attitude campaign and yoga techniques video demonstration

www.f i tmind.ep iso .org

5) ђۜᓯ௰ҏᔝβ��̞�́�
5) Seated Simple Twist Pose (L/R)

ђۜcຶق�ੀ́ʹיΕ̞ᇑၰɐcӸΉ̞
ʿҏᔝc፻།ടҏᔝޜΉ̞܃ʿcܛړՓмe
ᔝ֡̊�ȹʿΉe
Twist to the left side, right hand holds 
the left knee, look backward. 
Turn to the other side and repeat.


